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INTRODUCTION
Calmodulin (CaM) is a 148-residue long, 16.7-kDa, intracellular protein involved ubiquitously in numerous eukaryotic regulatory processes and highly conserved throughout the eukaryotic kingdom. [1] [2] [3] CaM is characterized by a unique dumbbell-like structure, with a flexible linker connecting globular lobes at the two termini. 4, 5 The N-and C-terminal globules are homologous and independent, 6 each consisting of a pair of helix-loop-helix (EFhand) structural motifs. The central flexible linker becomes an ␣-helix in the crystalline state. 7, 8 CaM is a major transducer of calcium signals via its interactions with many partners and so is abundantly expressed in all eukaryotic cells so far studied. 1 The modes of CaM interaction with binding partners are very diverse: CaM binds short peptides and proteins both in the presence or the absence of Ca 2ϩ , reversibly and irreversibly, as an inhibitor or an activator. 9 Perhaps even more remarkably, CaM regulates the activity of kinases 10 and phosphatases, 11 protein classes with opposite functions. CaM also exhibits the capacity to bind small drug-like molecules, 12 although it is unclear whether this capacity relates to biological function in any direct way.
The interactions between CaM and its binding targets (CaMBTs) involve disorder-to-order transitions for the CaM molecule. The flexible linker, 4, 5 which becomes structured upon complex formation, allows the globular domains to wrap around the CaMBT as shown in Figure 1 . The helix-helix interactions within the two globular domains are not completely rigid, so the helix-helix packing interfaces in these domains vary in a manner that depends on the detailed interactions with the different CaMBTs. 3, 13 Finally, the CaM target-binding surface is rich in methionines, which adopt different configurations when CaM associates with CaMBTs having different sequences. The end result of this structural plasticity is that CaM binds to a very large number of different sequences with high affinity.
Most of the CaM's binding targets are regions of about 20 residues in length, typically in an ␣-helical conformation. The Calmodulin Target Database 14 classifies CaMbinding targets into five distinct motifs: 1-10, 1-14, 1-16, IQ, and Other. Motifs 1-10, 1-14, and 1-16 are named according to the positions of large hydrophobic residues. Binding to these motifs is predominantly Ca 2ϩ dependent. On the other hand, binding to IQ motifs is typically independent of Ca 2ϩ concentration. Nevertheless, peptides that bind to CaM regardless of the [Ca 2ϩ ] have also been encountered. Interestingly, some CaM-binding tar-gets are not helical in their entire lengths. For example, in the CaM-CaMKK complex, CaMKK's hairpin loop residues are essential for the interaction. 15 Another rulebreaking motif is a ␤-sheet region of iNOS, which accommodates both ␣-and ␤-like conformations in different modes of binding to CaM. 16 Three lines of evidence suggest that, before their associations with CaM, CaMBTs exhibit conformational flexibility or even intrinsic disorder, which is a protein feature that is receiving increasing attention. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] First, in a collection of more than 20 examples reported since the late 1970s, CaM-stimulated enzymes were also stimulated by limited trypsin digestion. The digested proteins were no longer stimulated by CaM, and if tested, the digested proteins no longer bound CaM; here we provide a few of the pioneering references. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Because structured proteins are orders of magnitude more resistant to trypsin digestion than are unfolded proteins, 27 such digestion studies can be interpreted as indicators that the CMBTs are structurally disordered before association with CaM. Second, the manner in which CaM wraps around the CaMBTs suggests that there has to be enough physical space to accommodate CaM. A piece of protein, even a helix, in such an open environment would very likely sample an ensemble of structures and conformations over time, as experimentally verified for some CaMBTs. 28, 29 Third, in a limited number of examples, the CaMBT regions of proteins are missing from the electron density maps of the corresponding protein crystal structures, suggesting that these regions lack specific 3-D structures and are instead intrinsically disordered. We have found four such examples in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) that matched CaM-binding regions from the Calmodulin Target Database: calcineurin (1aui͉a), N-Nos (1tll), Irs-1 (1qqg), and Rala (2bov͉a).
Although experimental data indicates that several CaMBTs are disordered before association with CaM, the generality of these findings has not been tested. In the present study we used bioinformatics approaches to carry out a systematic analysis over a large number of examples in order to further test the hypothesis that CaMBTs are intrinsically disordered or are flanked by disordered regions before their associations with CaM. To our knowledge, no large-scale systematic studies have been undertaken so far on the structural properties of CaMBTs, on their abundance, nor on the functional properties of their associated proteins. Here, we first performed an analysis of sequence and physicochemical properties of CaMBTs. Then, we constructed a predictor of CaM-binding targets and carried out a detailed evaluation on all types of known binding motifs: our results strongly indicate that CaMBTs are predictable from an amino acid sequence with a useful accuracy and that disordered, compared with ordered, regions have a significantly higher propensity for containing CaMBTs. Overall, these results support the hypothesis that CaMBTs are disordered (i.e., they sample multiple conformations before their associations with CaM).
The pioneering studies by Depaoli-Roach et al. 22 and others [23] [24] [25] [26] was one of several early harbingers in the late 1970s, indicating the possibility of functional roles for highly flexible, perhaps even unfolded regions of proteins. Years later, Rose and coworkers helped to further stimulate the growing interest in unfolded proteins with their computational analysis of the steric interactions of unfolded protein. 30, 31 Although this and other work 32 has focused on unfolded proteins as the initial state in the protein folding reaction, the recent findings that many proteins use unfolded regions for biological function 17, 21, 33 means that the seminal work of Rose, his coworkers, and others on unfolded proteins will have a wider applicability than protein folding alone.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Datasets
A set of proteins containing CaM-binding targets was assembled from the Calmodulin Target Database 14 located at http://calcium.uhnres.utoronto.ca/ctdb/. This database contains the accession numbers of the calmodulinbinding proteins (CaMBPs) and the sequences of the isolated binding targets (CaMBTs). Several of these motifs have structural representatives in PDB that indicate a common binding mechanism among them (e.g., 1cdl, 1ckk, 1g4y, 1iq5, 1mxe, 2bbm).
The set of 210 CaMBPs containing 287 CaMBTs was then filtered for similarity to prevent over-representation of any particular sequence and binding site during predictor construction. A nonredundant set was selected such that no two CaM-binding proteins or peptides were significantly similar. To achieve this, we used a 40% sequence identity threshold at a protein level and 50% for the binding targets. In several cases, based on visual inspection and the fact that CaMBTs were located in the divergent regions, we allowed the global sequence identity to exceed 40%. At a binding target level, only 55 of 19,503 pairs (0.3%) had sequence identity Ͼ40% (and Յ50%). Because these thresholds lay well below those providing accurate functional inference "by homology transfer," 34 we considered our dataset to be nonredundant. The resulting dataset contained 157 proteins in which 198 regions were labeled as targets. The total residue count in the filtered dataset was 132,709, of which 4088 were involved in CaM binding (Table I) .
Several other datasets were also used at various stages of model building. A set of 154 intrinsically disordered proteins was taken from DisProt, 35 whereas a set of nonredundant globular proteins with high-resolution 3-D structures was selected by Smith et al. 36 To estimate functional characteristics of proteins, we have extracted all yeast and human proteins from Swiss-Prot. 37 Finally, to estimate the reliability of CaMBT prediction, we constructed a SwissRep dataset that consisted of 54,846 sequences obtained as a random subset of UniRef50, which is listed in the release 44.0 of Swiss-Prot. All datasets are available on request.
Predictor Architecture and Data Representation
The predictor consists of two stacked layers, one working at an amino acid level with the other at the predicted region level. Outputs from the first layer were grouped into runs of consecutive positive predictions and, using an appropriate data representation, fed into the second layer, which then estimates a probability that the whole region is CaM-binding. In the first layer, 92 sequence features were collected for each residue of the 157 selected proteins using symmetric sliding windows of length w in ʦ {1, 7, 11, 21}. To account for the residues near protein ends, the window was allowed to expand or collapse near the N-or Cterminus, respectively. The first 20 features were the amino acid compositions only within w in ʦ {11, 21}. Another set of features consisted of sequence complexity 38 and physicochemical properties such as net charge, total charge, and aromatic content within the same windows. The final set of features was constructed using outputs of several sequence-based predictors: hydrophobic moment, 39 secondary structure, 40 and intrinsic disorder. [41] [42] [43] The second stage inputs also contain length of the predicted region, percentage of predicted disorder in the flanking regions within w flank ʦ {10, 20, 30, 40} at both sides of the predicted region, overall predicted globularity of the protein, and charge/hydropathy ratio. 19 Also, unrealistically short predicted binding regions (targets) were filtered out. The predictor model is shown schematically in Figure 2 .
To construct a dataset appropriate for model training, examples (vectors) corresponding to the CaM-binding residues (predicted regions in the second layer) were labeled as positives, whereas all remaining residues (false positive regions in the second layer) from the same set of proteins were labeled as negatives. In this setting, the task of a predictor is to separate the CaM-binding residues (regions) from the sequence "background."
Model Selection and Training
Because of the small size of the positive dataset, we chose to use an ensemble of 20 logistic regression models. Note that the positive dataset was effectively smaller than 4088 because of the data representation: a shift of w in by one residue induces only a slight change in feature space, eventually causing a significant number of examples to be mutually dependent. Each model was trained on a balanced set using all the positive examples and a random selection of negatives, with the final prediction being an arithmetic average of all 20 models. Unpromising features were filtered out using the t-test, whereas the dimensionality was further reduced to 95% of variance using principal component analysis. Balanced training sets are known to be a good choice in cases with training data that exhibit asymmetric noise. 44 Overprediction on the majority (here negative) class can be easily addressed by changing deci- sion thresholds or adjusting the outputs of the predictor 45 if the goal is to minimize the total number of misclassified examples.
Model evaluation was performed using a per protein leave-one-out strategy. In particular, one protein at a time was selected as a test set, whereas the remaining 156 sequences were used for the training. After the predictor was constructed, its performance was evaluated on the test protein. Each protein was used only once as a test set and the performance results were averaged over all test proteins.
Performance Measures
We measured accuracy on both per-residue and perregion levels. Per-residue performance was measured using standard definitions of sensitivity (sn), specificity (sp), and precision (pr). Sensitivity represents the percentage of true positives predicted to be positive (CaM-binding residues), specificity represents the percentage of true negatives predicted to be negative, whereas the precision represents the percentage of positively predicted residues that are in fact positives. Each statistic (sn, sp, pr) was measured for each test protein and finally averaged over all 157 sequences. In addition to sn, sp, and pr, we also report accuracy (acc) on a balanced sample, where acc is defined as the average of sn and sp, and visualize tradeoffs between the true (sn) and false (1 Ϫ sp) positives by plotting the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) provides another useful measure of accuracy. Both acc and AUC are essentially unaffected by the disparity in class sizes. At a per-region level, we measured sensitivity (or recall) and precision because a negative CaM-binding region cannot be defined. A situation where a predicted and a true region overlapped was considered a hit, whereas noncovered true regions were considered missed regardless of the distance of the nearest positively predicted residue. Care was taken to prevent one residue/region counted twice as a true positive. Sensitivity and precision at a protein level were estimated based on 198 available binding regions over all proteins.
Assessment of Prediction Reliability
Given a relatively small set of 157 nonredundant proteins used for the training of the CaMBT predictor, it is highly likely that the sequences used to develop CaMBT predictor are not a good representative of the protein feature space and so the resulting predictor is likely to be biased. To reduce the adverse effects of statistical inference on the residues with features underrepresented by the CaMBT training set, we developed a model to assess the reliability of each prediction outputted by the CaMBT predictor. In case this reliability predictor signals that the input is coming from an underrepresented part of the sequence space, the predictions made by the CaMBT predictor were simply disregarded. Although this resulted in the reduced coverage by the CaMBT predictor, it also allowed for an improved quality of statistical inference on the remaining residues.
To develop a reliability estimator, we constructed a SwissRep dataset and used it as an unbiased representative of the protein sequence space. The model consisted of an ensemble of 20 feed-forward neural networks with 10 hidden nodes and one output neuron, all using a sigmoidal transfer function. Each classifier was trained on a balanced set with 10,000 randomly selected data points from SwissRep (a positive set) and 10,000 randomly selected points from the 157 nonredundant CaBMT sequences (a negative set). A residue was represented by three sets of features within sliding windows of lengths w in ʦ {11, 21, 41}. Each feature set consisted of 20 amino acid frequencies, sequence complexity, 38 and average hydropathy, 46 flexibility, 47 and coordinate values. 48 After transforming each feature to its z-score, the resulting set of 72 normalized features was transformed to a set of principal components retaining about 95% of variance. The reliability predictor is incorporated into the second stage of the overall predictor (Fig. 2) .
It is easy to show 49 that a prediction near 0.5 by the reliability estimator indicates that the given residue is represented equally well by SwissRep and CaMBT se- quences; lower or higher values indicate that the residue is over-or underrepresented, respectively, in CaMBT sequences. In our approach, the CaBMT predictor was not applied on the residues with reliability prediction above a given threshold.
RESULTS

CaM-binding Targets Present in PDB
In order to investigate structural properties of CaMbinding regions, we searched for the structures of known CaM-binding proteins 14 in PDB. We were specifically interested in those that were in the monomeric form and, if in a complex, not associated with CaM. We also required Ն70% sequence identity as a reasonable threshold for the functional inference by similarity. 34 As mentioned in the Introduction, we found four proteins with missing atom coordinates in the place of CaMbinding regions (1aui͉a, 1qqg, 1tll, 2bov͉a). Such regions can be considered disordered with high confidence, as it has been argued previously that the proportion of wobbly ordered regions among all regions with missing electron density is small. 50 In another 24 sequences that matched CaM-binding proteins (1azs͉a, 1byy͉a, 1efn͉b, 1gc1͉g, 1iss, 1jkt, 1joc, 1kgd͉a, 1khu, 1khx͉a, 1n4k͉a, 1n9d͉a, 1pb7͉a, 1qav͉a, 1qom, 1rzj͉g, 1taz͉a, 1u4q, 1w7j͉a, 1wgp͉a, 1xi4͉r, 1yfo, 2bf1͉a, 3nos), the actual CaMBTs were removed from the expression construct before crystallization. This is frequently done in cases of the hard-to-crystallize fragments such as disordered regions or multidomain proteins. Finally, 14 CaM-binding proteins had CaMBTs present in the coordinate lists and were analyzed in more detail (Table II) . Five of these proteins were in complexes in which CaMBTs are in direct contact with a binding partner and as such cannot interact with CaM without releasing the current partner and possibly undergoing structural change. In fact, one of these cases, synaptobrevin (1sfc͉i), is an experimentally verified disordered protein in its monomeric form. 51 In seven cases, CaMBT residues were directly involved in crystal contacts and so their observed structure could not be trusted as native.
In total, out of 210 CaM-binding proteins, 42 had representatives in PDB with sufficient sequence identity, and of those, only in three cases have we found an ordered form for a CaM-binding target (1e8z͉a, 1gg3, 1omw͉a) that did not have CaMBT residues directly involved in crystal contacts or in interchain interactions.
Dataset Inconsistencies
Because the large majority of crystallized CaM-binding targets are known to be helical, with about 22 residues in length on the average, we have analyzed nonredundant CaMBTs available in our dataset with respect to their length; 154 CaMBTs were shorter than 22 residues, whereas 44 were longer. The shortest CaMBT in our dataset was 8, and the longest one was 36 residues long. Overall, if all CaMBTs with lengths shorter than 22 residues were actually mislabeled as shorter than in truth, then such a mislabeling would produce 504 false negative residues (12.3% of the positive dataset). On the other hand, 251 residues (6.1%) of the CaM-binding residues are those that exceed 22 residues and could be false positives. Finally, because many proteins in our dataset contain multiple binding regions, it is possible that there exist many other yet nonannotated CaMBTs scattered across the set of currently available proteins. Thus, our dataset is likely to contain a certain amount of class-label noise, which poses a limitation for the CaMBT analysis and predictor performance.
Statistical Properties of CaM-binding Regions
Several sequence and physicochemical properties of the CaM-binding proteins were analyzed. Here, CaM-binding proteins were separated into CaM-binding residues and remaining (background) residues and then compared to the set of globular proteins. 36 The results of this analysis are shown in Table III . Table III indicates that CaM-binding residues are distinct from other residues in several respects: they have significantly higher net charge and helical propensity, as observed before, 52 but also higher total charge and propensity of being intrinsically disordered. On the other hand, despite this tendency for conformational flexibility these regions also have increased aromatic content. These properties, seemingly conflicting, could be explained by the longer window sizes that were used to obtain disorder scores (41 residues), whereas the aromatic content was calculated only within CaM-binding residues. Thus, in addition to the presence of charged residues, the overall disorder propensity of CaMBTs is also influenced by the flexible flanking regions. Interestingly, the disorder score of the non-CaMBT residues was on average higher that that of globular proteins. Even though this score can partly be attributed to the CaMBT flanking regions and yet-to-beannotated additional CaMBTs, we believe that biological functions of CaMBPs may simply require more conformational flexibility than that present in compact globular proteins.
Predictor Performance
The overall performance of the predictor was estimated both on a per residue and per region basis (see Performance Measures). Results of this estimation, shown in Table IV , indicate that the balanced accuracy of the predictor is 80.8%. Shown in Figure 3 is an ROC curve for the prediction data. The AUC was calculated to be 89.1%.
To gain insight into the predictor's ability to detect an unknown motif type, we performed the following experiment: all proteins containing a particular motif type were excluded from the training set, whereas the prediction accuracy was estimated using sequences only from the left-out motifs and the remaining negative residues. Thus, residues belonging to a nonexcluded motif type were not used in the evaluation. Prediction accuracies on the unseen motifs are shown in Table V . These results indicate that our model is general, but these results also emphasize the similarity of all motif types in our feature space.
To our knowledge, computational prediction of CaMbinding targets was first proposed by DeGrado et al., 52 who searched for the motifs of appropriate length, hydrophobicity, hydrophobic moment, and charge. The features used to develop this original model are a subset of those used herein. Another predictor of CaMBTs can be found at the Calmodulin Target Database web site.
14 It consists of hidden Markov models designed to recognize the observed classes of motifs. Hidden Markov models belong to socalled generative predictors. On the other hand, our discriminative model was trained on all types of motifs simultaneously and as such may have increased generalizability, traded off for a somewhat decreased specificity. Therefore, generative and discriminative approaches complement each other. A direct comparison between these models is not possible because the former was trained on all available sequences. 
Analysis of Reliability
The developed reliability assessment model was applied on all residues of SwissRep and CaM-binding proteins. The estimated distributions of reliability scores are shown in Figure 4 . By selecting the false negative rate (number of CaMBP residues rejected by the reliability assessment model) of 10, 5, and 1%, with rejection thresholds of 0.598, 0.636, and 0.700, a total of 41.8, 28.4, and 9.4% residues from SwissRep were selected as underrepresented by CaMBP training sequences. The significant difference in the distribution of the reliability scores among SwissRep and CaMBPs confirmed the anticipated bias of CaMBPs compared to the overall distribution of the protein feature space and validated the use of the reliability estimator in conjunction with our CaMBT predictor.
Application of the Predictor
In this section we present two illustrative examples that support our main hypothesis and demonstrate the usefulness of the CaMBT predictor. First, we discuss in some detail the interaction of CaM with one of its binding partners, caldesmon (CaD), and then we focus on how our predictor can be utilized as a companion to proteomics experiments.
We selected CaD as an illustrative example to show that even proteins that are disordered over their entire lengths can be associated with important functions and that these functions can be modulated by CaM binding. CaD interacts with actin, tropomyosin, 53 and CaM at multiple sites along its amino acid sequence. 54 -57 For example, chicken gizzard CaD contains at least four CaM-binding sites. One of them was assigned to a long N-terminal region 26 -199, which also binds myosin, 58 whereas C-terminal domain was shown to contain three additional CaM-binding sites, centers A (close to Trp674), B (close to Trp707), and BЈ (close to Trp737). 54 Only the first of these three sites was originally present in our positive dataset, whereas others were included as negatives (as they were not present in the Calmodulin Target Database).
CaD has been shown experimentally to be mostly if not entirely disordered. 59 In agreement with this experimental data, CaD is predicted to be disordered over its entire length by the VL3 order/disorder predictor [ Fig. 5(a) , dotted line]. The CaMBT predictor identifies several potential CaMBTs in CaD [ Fig. 5(a), solid line] . Importantly, all three experimentally verified CaMBTs at the C-terminal part of CaD are recognized by the CaMBT predictor as CaM-binding sites. The N-terminal region of CaD (residues 26 -199) is too large to be considered as a single CaMBT. However, three CaM-binding regions are predicted within this long stretch, suggesting that this long previously identified binding region possibly contains three specific target regions.
Because all three C-terminal CaMBTs of CaD are correctly predicted and the exact locations of the N-terminal CaMBTs are unknown, it seems reasonable to consider the per residue sensitivity of prediction on CaD to be very high. Per residue specificity, on the other hand, is about 67%, assuming that there are no additional CaMBTs present in this protein. On a binding region level, sensitivity remains high, whereas precision is at least 23% in case that none of the three N-terminal predictions is correct (3 of 13). Thus, both per residue and per region accuracies agree well with our estimates from the Predictor Performance section.
Our second application is related to a proteome-wide study by Zhu et al., 60 in which the authors detected 37 putative CaMBPs using protein chips. Only six of these proteins had previously been experimentally verified. For 14 of the detected proteins, the authors computationally found possible IQ-motifs using sequence alignments, whereas other hypothesized regions of interactions were not provided. Out of all 37 proteins, only two shared Ͼ30% global sequence identity with any of the proteins or peptides in our training data. Of 14 proteins hypothesized by Zhu et al. 60 to contain IQ motifs, 13 are predicted as positives by our model. We predict only four motifs to be at the positions found by Zhu et al. (sps19, ipp1, rpl26b, cmk1) , whereas in several other proteins (e.g., reg2, cmk2, rpb3, myo4) the predicted regions (with high scores) were shifted from the sites suggested by the authors [Fig. 5(b-d)] and, we believe, may not be IQ motifs. On the other hand, a motif search algorithm available at the Calmodulin Target Database web site identifies only two target regions (in msh4 and cmk1) that overlap with those found by Zhu et al.
On the basis of these results we suggest here that a combined use of generative and discriminative computational approaches may be beneficial in detecting CaMbinding partners. Such predictions could be especially useful when combined with laboratory experiments.
Analysis of Function of Putative CaMBPs
We applied our predictor to complete yeast (data not shown) and human proteomes available in Swiss-Prot. Each region that had a prediction score over 0.75 and reliability index below 0.598 was considered positive. These thresholds provide a smaller number of false positives and significantly reduce the length dependence in the target set. A set of function-related keywords was collected for each protein in two nonoverlapping sets: a set of putative target proteins and a set of the remaining proteins. Then, a p-value was calculated such that the functional category was over-or under-represented in the putative CaM-binding proteins. In addition to the p-value, we also calculated the difference and relative difference in The high predictions of CaM-binding sites are frequently correlated with high predictions of intrinsic disorder.
CALMODULIN SIGNALING AND INTRINSIC DISORDER
the fractions of proteins containing a particular keyword between the two sets (Table VI) .
DISCUSSION
Limitations to Model Accuracy and Future Improvements
Constructing a model and estimating its accuracy in the case of CaM-binding region predictor is difficult primarily because of the dataset noise. The major sources of noise are stemming from the difficulties in precisely determining CaM-binding regions and the possibility of multiple, nonannotated binding targets in the interacting protein. Thus, the ability to reduce mislabeled residues would quite likely contribute to an even higher prediction accuracy. Other limitations to the performance of our model are caused by the data representation and the exclusion of long-range interactions in predicting binding sites. In addition to denoising, further improvement in predicting CaMbinding targets, especially reducing the false positives, can be achieved by including other information sources such as protein network data and evolutionary and genomic information. Finally, integrating discriminative with generative prediction models would contribute to the reduction of false negatives.
Interaction of CaM with CaD
CaD has multiple CaM-binding sites so gaining further insight into the structure-function relationships of CaD and its interactions with CaM can serve as a model for the structures and functions of CaM target proteins.
CaD is a ubiquitous actin-binding protein involved in the regulation of smooth muscle contraction, nonmuscle motility, and cytoskeleton formation. 58, 61, 62 It was originally discovered in chicken gizzard smooth muscle as a protein that binds to CaM in a Ca 2ϩ -dependent manner and to filamentous actin (F-actin) in a Ca 2ϩ -independent manner. 63 Subsequently it was identified in different smooth muscle tissues and in a variety of nonmuscle cells and cell cultures (for reviews see Refs. 61, 62, 64, 65) . CaD controls a thin-filament-linked regulation of smooth muscle contraction through its specific binding to F-actin and F-actin-tropomyosin with a concomitant inhibition of the actin-stimulated myosin ATPase. 58 The CaD action is reversed by interaction with several Ca 2ϩ -dependent proteins, including CaM and caltropin. Furthermore, the functional activity of CaD is regulated by multiple phosphorylation, 62, 66 and by calcium via Ca 2ϩ -binding proteins, with CaD being alternatively bound either to F-actin or to CaM, depending upon the calcium concentration. This thin filament-based modulatory effect is assumed to provide additional "fine-tuning" to the well-established, myosin light chain phosphorylation-dependent, thick filament-based regulation of smooth muscle contraction. 67 Structurally, a large hydrodynamic radius and a coillike shape of the far-UV circular dichroism spectrum 59 suggest that CaD belongs to the family of natively disordered proteins. Functionally, CaD interacts specifically with numerous binding partners and could be divided into four independent domains: (i) the N-terminal domain that interacts with myosin and tropomyosin; (ii) the second domain that participates in the binding of tropomyosin; (iii) the third domain that is involved in the interaction with myosin, tropomyosin, and actin; and (iv) the Cterminal domain that plays the most important role in the functioning of CaD, interacting with actin, Ca 2ϩ -binding proteins, myosin, tropomyosin, and phospholipids. Interestingly, the identified CaM-binding sites in the C-terminal region are correctly predicted and the long N-terminal region associated with CaM binding is predicted to be subdivided into three distinct CaM-binding regions [ Fig.  5(a) ]. These predictions could be useful for further experimental work. Experimental research suggests that CaM is actively involved in transcription regulation by both directly bind- Ϫ1.1 (74.6) † The table shows (i) the p-value that a particular keyword is equally likely for putative CaMBPs and remaining human proteins; (ii) the difference in percentages in the two groups, and (iii) an absolute relative difference in percentage. The relative difference, presented in parentheses, is normalized by the maximum between the two percentages.
Other Functions of CaM-binding Partners
ing transcription factors 68 or via various kinases and phosphatases. 69 These mechanisms are especially complex in plants where CaM is expressed in many isoforms. Furthermore, CaM can affect nuclear processes by entering the nucleus and interacting with DNA and/or nuclear proteins. In fact, recent reports suggest that, in addition to its familiar functions in the cytoplasm, CaM may participate in rapid signaling between cytoplasm and nucleus, 70 modulating nuclear processes indirectly via the active transport of many Ca 2ϩ signals to the nucleus. 71 These facts can be used to explain the high abundance in the CaMBPs of such annotations as nuclear protein, regulation of transcription, chromosomal protein, DNA-binding, homeobox, and phosphorylation (Table VI) . On the other hand, CaM has also been shown to be involved in regulation of cell growth and proliferation. A related observation is that the abundance of CaM increases significantly in cells undergoing division and differentiation. 9 This is consistent with the high representation of developmental proteins in the set of CaMBPs.
The high prediction of CaMBTs among the ribosomal proteins came as a surprise. On the one hand, because of the high positive charge of these proteins, it may easily be argued that the presence of ribosomal proteins is an artifact from the similar high positive charge of CaMBTs and so ribosomal proteins may simply belong to the set of false-positive predictions. On the other hand, it has been pointed out that the real biological role of ribosomal proteins is far from being completely understood. In fact, functions traditionally assigned to ribosomal proteins are the facilitation of the rRNA folding and the maintenance of an optimal ribosomal configuration, providing protein biosynthesis with the required speed and accuracy. However, there is evidence that a number of ribosomal proteins have moonlighting functions 72 apart from both the ribosome and protein synthesis. 73 These extraribosomal functions of these proteins include, but are not limited to, replication, transcription, RNA processing, DNA repair, autogenous regulation of translation, regulation of development, and malignant transformation. Furthermore, ribosomal proteins were reported to possess DNA-binding motifs such as the zinc finger, 74 the bZIP domain, 75 and the helix-turn-helix motif. 76 Recent findings by Mazumder et al. 77 confirmed the idea that much is yet to be understood about the function of ribosomal proteins. In particular, it has been shown that phosphorylated human L13a is able to inhibit ceruloplasmin at the RNA translation level. Thus, the abundance of CaMBT-like sites in ribosomal proteins found in our study may be related to the regulation of the extraribosomal activities of ribosomal proteins.
Many of the keywords that are overrepresented in putative CaMBPs correlate strongly with intrinsically disordered proteins. One such example is repeat regions. Such regions are known not only to carry out important protein functions, 33 but repeat region expansion may represent an important evolutionary mechanism for disordered proteins. 78 A second example is phosphorylation. Iakoucheva et al. 79 showed that phosphorylation sites are significantly more likely to occur in disordered than in ordered regions. The connection between the functions described by the keywords and CaM binding can be simple, with the function and CaM binding occurring in the same region of sequence, or the connection can be more complex, with different parts of the protein being responsible for the two functions.
CaM Signaling from a Structural Perspective
The available X-ray and NMR data suggest that several CaM-binding regions 80 -83 and isolated peptides 28, 29 are intrinsically disordered in their CaM-free state. In addition, other domains containing CaM-binding regions have been shown to undergo rapid protease digestion, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] which is a hallmark of unfolded proteins. 27 Our analysis of sequence properties of a large number of nonredundant CaM-binding targets and the existence of only a small number of structured CaMBTs indicates that an unstructured form of these regions and/or its flanking residues is a rule, rather than an exception. This observation is further supported by the facts that the common binding mechanism between CaM and its partner requires steric accessibility to accommodate the interaction. Thus, CaM-CaMBT coupling is highly unlikely to occur within a static globular domain. Although it is possible that a globular domain could unfold before its association with CaM binding, the occurrence of such an event would be unlikely unless the globular domain were very unstable to begin with, such as a molten globular form. Finally, a scenario where an ordered ␣-helical segment moves away from a folded domain to interact with CaM is not very feasible unless, for example, the binding energy were very low. Such a mechanism would be facilitated if the binding helix were connected to the rest of the protein by a flexible tether.
The disorder-to-helix conformational change upon binding as exemplified by the CaMBTs likely represents a very common theme for signaling proteins in eukaryotic cells. For example, p53 has two such helix-forming binding regions: (i) a natively unfolded region near the amino terminus 84 becomes a helix upon binding to Mdm2, 85 and (ii) an unstructured region near the carboxyl terminus 86 likewise becomes helical upon binding to S100B
␤␤
. 87 An analysis of several other experimentally verified disordered proteins provides 24 additional examples of disorderto-helix conformational changes upon complex formation. 88 The existence of helical molecular recognition elements has been observed in several cases to correspond to short, sharp dips of predicted order within longer regions of predicted disorder. 89 The VLXT predictor appears, at least so far, to be the most useful among the disorder predictors for identifying such binding sites. Indeed, two binding sites predicted by dips in the VLXT plots were subsequently confirmed experimentally. 90, 91 Also, both of these regions were shown to adopt helical conformations upon binding to their partners 92 (B.F. Luisi, personal communication). We recently formalized the analysis of dips in VLXT plots as indicators of ␣-helix-forming molecular recognition elements and applied this algorithm to a set of signaling proteins: nearly half of the signaling proteins were indicated to contain segments that potentially correspond to regions that undergo disorder-to-helix changes upon complex formation. 93 In light of these findings, the high predictions of helicity, high aromatic content, and yet high predictions of long disorder within CaMBTs coincide with the above-mentioned model of signaling in which CaM-binding targets are likely to undergo coupled binding and folding. 20,21,33,94 -96 In addition to disorder-to-helix, disorderto-sheet and disorder-to-irregular transitions have also been observed (reviewed in Ref. 97 ). This coupled binding and folding mechanism does not fit the simple lock-andkey idea 98 or the induced-fit hypothesis as originally proposed, 99 but requires some sort of extension of the latter such as "extreme induced fit." 94 By whichever terminology is used to describe such associations, this mechanism adds to the versatility and complexity of protein-protein interactions.
